
Maximize Scheduling Efficiency

Fewer clicks – one stop shop. The seamless integration of AventX with Scheduler means 
work order and attachment printing is instantly available from where your planners/schedulers 
accomplish their work.

Shorten the process. When ready to print a complete work order with attachments, simply click 
the “print” button. This allows users to spend their time on more productive tasks.

Reduce errors. Work orders and attachments print as one packet, therefore the chance of human 
error is significantly reduced and reliability is increased.
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WorkAlign Scheduler saves maintenance planners/schedulers valuable time and energy, yet efficiency 
comes to a halt when it is time to print scheduled work orders. Users must leave Scheduler to search for 
the specific work order and attachment within EBS, then print them with AventX. 

By marrying the two solutions, customers get the best of both worlds: VIZIYA’s proven scheduling tool with 
the printing power of STR Software’s AventX work order package printing solution. Planners/schedulers can 
plan a week’s work, then print the nicely formatted and collated work order packages for the maintenance 
team. The powerful and intuitive user interface, combined with the streamlined printing capabilities of 
AventX, takes full advantage of native functionality while still providing compelling new capabilities.

Learn More 
about AventX

Drastically reduce the number of steps it 
takes to complete maintenance scheduling 
and work order printing activities.



Easily print work orders with attachments directly from Scheduler.

Store attachments anywhere on the network and easily associate them with work orders.

Dynamically select which work orders and attachments are printed in batch.

Print attachments of all types: MS Office, PDF, PCL, TIFF, HTML, JPEG, GIF, PNG, and more.









AventX and Scheduler Integrated Key Features:
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A proven partner to Oracle EBS users
Oracle Gold Partner
Known for outstanding support
Experts in automating document intensive processes since 1986






About STR Software:

About VIZIYA:
A niche product company putting all of its efforts into developing the best of breed  bolt- 

 on products that serve the maintenance industry
Oracle Development Alliance Partner since 2009
All products are developed using Oracle APIs; All S/W designs are reviewed by Oracle  

 eAM development teams
Industry Leaders in Maintenance Scheduling with over 350 sites and 31,000 users globally
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